DEFEND YOUR POSITION

LESSON PLAN
Teacher Guide
Level

Learning Area

Strands

Topic

9 & 10

Humanities: Civics and
Citizenship

•• Government and democracy

Defend Your Position

English

•• Speaking and Listening

10

•• Citizenship, Diversity and Identity
•• Literacy
•• Oral Presentations

Overview
The aim of this lesson plan is to give teachers a range of ideas and activities to:
•• Encourage students to be more aware of issues facing our society, with a particular focus on issues
facing Victoria, and how they can make their voices heard
•• Undertake research and come to a decision about a particular issue
•• Be able to present, and defend, their views about this issue to their class
•• Encourage student engagement with the Parliament of Victoria

Curriculum Links
Victorian Curriculum F-10
Level

Learning Area

Strands

Curriculum Code

9 & 10
Level

Humanities: Civics and
Citizenship

•• Government and democracy
–– Analyse how citizens’ political choices are shaped

VCCCG030

•• Citizenship, Diversity and Identity
–– Analyse contemporary examples and issues relating to
Australian democracy
–– Discuss challenges to and ways of sustaining a resilient
democracy and cohesive society

VCCCC035;
VCCCC036

Level

Mode

Strands

Curriculum Code

Level 10
English
Level

Speaking and
Listening

•• Literacy — Interacting with others
–– Plan, rehearse and deliver presentations, selecting and
sequencing appropriate content to influence a course of
action

VCELY486

Level

Capabilities

Strand

Curriculum Code

9 & 10

Critical and creative
thinking

•• Questions and Possibilities
–– Investigate the characteristics of effective questions in
different contexts to examine information

VCCCTQ043

Learning Goals
By the end of these lessons, students will be able to:
•• Examine a range of resources, including the mass media to research a range of issues
•• Explore political, social and environmental issues in Victoria
•• Demonstrate knowledge of the facts and opinion surrounding their chosen issue
•• Articulate their own opinion, using evidence to support their viewpoint
•• Select one Victorian issue and formulate an action plan (extension)

Resources and Materials
Included for this lesson plan are:
•• Teacher guide or summary
•• Teacher instructions: learning activities
•• What’s going on in Parliament worksheet
•• Become an expert research template
You will need:
•• A whiteboard
•• Access to the internet: www.parliament.vic.gov.au, www.vec.vic.gov.au, student access to mass media
sources such as online newspapers, magazines, Facebook (if allowed), online radio and other news
sources
Teacher background reference:
•• www.parliament.vic.gov.au/committees
•• www.parliament.vic.gov.au
•• passport.vec.vic.gov.au/research

Learning Activities Summary
These activities meet the needs of students working towards attainment of the Victorian Curriculum F-10 in
Levels 3-4 in History.
This lesson plan contains the following learning activities and resources:
1.

Warm-up: Where do you stand? Defend your position

2. Issues I Care About: Research
3. Issues in Victoria – Parliament of Victoria
4. Delving Deeper: Choose Your Issue
5. Get on your Soapbox: What’s Your Opinion?
6. Question Time: Defend Your Position
7. Extension: Taking Action… An Action Plan

Achievement Standard
By the end of these lessons students will meet the needs of the achievement standards in Levels 9 and 10
Civics and Citizenship by being able to:
•• Analyse how citizen’s political choices are shaped
•• Start to analyse contemporary examples and issues relating to Australian democracy
•• Discuss challenges to and ways of sustaining a resilient democracy and cohesive society.
By the end of these lessons students will meet the needs of the achievement standards in Level 10 English by
being able to:
•• Plan, rehearse and deliver presentations, selecting and sequencing appropriate content to influence a
course of action

DEFEND YOUR POSITION

ACTIVITIES

Lesson plan for teachers – Secondary

Learning Goals
By the end of this lesson, students will:
•• Examine a range of resources, including the mass media, to research a range of issues
•• Explore political, social and environmental issues in Victoria
•• Demonstrate knowledge of the facts and opinions surrounding their chosen issue
•• Articulate their own opinion, using evidence to support their viewpoint
•• Select one Victorian issue and formulate an action plan (Extension)

Resources and Materials
Included with this resource:
•• What’s Going On In Parliament? Question Sheet
•• Expert Research Template
You will need
•• Student access to the Victorian Electoral Commission’s website
•• Student access to mass media sources (e.g. online newspapers, magazines, Facebook, online radio and
other news sources) for students
•• Student access to the Parliament of Victoria website

1. WARM‑UP: WHERE DO YOU STAND? DEFEND YOUR POSITION
This activity involves students standing up and moving
around the classroom. Explain that the physical space
of the classroom now represents a continuum, with
Strongly Agree at one end and Strongly Disagree at
the other end.
You are going to make a series of statements (see
below). After each statement, students are going to go
and stand somewhere in the classroom on the Agree/
Disagree continuum (i.e. If they strongly agree with
the statement, they would stand at the Strongly Agree
end… they can stand anywhere in between Agree and
Disagree and there are no right or wrong opinions).
Once students have settled on their position for each
statement, select a few students to explain why they
have decided to stand where they are standing. They
must defend their position by providing two pieces
of evidence (facts or opinion) that support their
position. Ensure that by the end of all the statements,
all students have had the opportunity to have their
views heard.

Statements:
•• Social media negatively impacts on students’
studies
•• Parents should be allowed to smack their children
•• Victoria should pass marriage equality laws now
•• Music and film should be free
•• Cannabis should be legalised in Victoria
•• It should be law for children to be vaccinated in
Victoria
•• Men should be able to use sexist language on The
Footy Show
•• Women should be allowed to breastfeed in public
•• Muslim girls should be banned from wearing the
hijab in schools
Discussion questions:
•• What is easiest to use: fact or opinion?
•• What did you notice about the spread of
viewpoints in this class?
•• What might this tell us about the spread of
viewpoints in a place like Victoria?

2. ISSUES I CARE ABOUT: RESEARCH
Everyone’s engagement with political issues
is different. For people who have grown up in
households where politics is discussed at home, they
are far more likely to have a grasp of what some of the
local, state, national or global issues might be.
Have a class discussion around whether or not your
students consider themselves to be ‘political’ and
aware of current issues. What has been their exposure
to issues? What are their main sources of information?
Where are their sources of influence? (Family, friends,
school, employment, the media?)
Students might like to complete the ‘How political
am I?’ quiz on the Victorian Electoral Commission’s
website.
passport.vec.vic.gov.au/decide/how‑political‑am‑i/
Being aware of issues is an important part of being
an active citizen. Consulting a wide range of sources,
including the mass media is an important part of
becoming aware of current issues. Active citizenship
is important because a successful Representative
Democracy (as we have in Victoria) relies on
constituents who actively communicate their views to
their representatives in parliament.

Draw a medium‑sized circle in the centre of the
whiteboard that says “Our School Community Issues”.
Have a class brainstorm that lists all the current
issues in the school. Draw a larger concentric circle
around the initial brainstorm and write a headline
that says “Our Local Community Issues”. Have a class
brainstorm that lists all the current issues in the local
neighbourhood or suburb. Draw a larger concentric
circle around this level for “Australia’s Issues” and
brainstorm any issues that affect the whole of
Australia. Students should record this collective
brainstorm somehow. If there is room on the board,
add a final circle for “Global Issues” and brainstorm
any issues that are current on a global scale.
Questions for discussion:
•• Looking at this brainstorm – would you say we are
very informed about issues?
•• Which level do we know the most about? Why do
you think this might be?
•• How might we become more informed? What
are some strategies we could use? Who could
we consult? Where might we obtain further
knowledge?
•• Which level is missing? (State: This will be covered
in the next activity)

The challenge for students is to try and add further
issues to the brainstorm on the board. The goal is to
try and fill up every circle with current issues in each
area. Students can undertake research by:
•• Interviewing experts

•• Researching online
•• Researching in the library
After the research is completed, collate the issues on
the board and see whether or not the class had been
able to fill up every circle.

3. CLASS DISCUSSION: WHY DO WE USE SYMBOLS?
The circle that was missing from the Brainstorm was
‘issues that are specific to Victoria and affect all
Victorians’. A good way to know what is happening
in Victoria is to check on the Parliament of Victoria
website.

3. Bills (bills are laws that have not been finalised)
from this year – provides a good overview of the
issues being discussed
(www.parliament.vic.gov.au/static/www.
legislation.vic.gov.au‑bills.html)

There are several ways students can find out what is
happening in Parliament:

4. Bills being discussed during this sitting week at
Parliament – provides a more in‑depth look at bills
that have just been released, as well as at those
that have passed the Assembly those that have
passed Parliament
(www.parliament.vic.gov.au/
legislation/1824‑bills‑this‑week)

1. The ‘Today In Parliament’ section of Parliament of
Victoria’s website
(www.parliament.vic.gov.au)
2. The ‘Latest News and Events’ section of Parliament
of Victoria’s website
(www.parliament.vic.gov.au)

Students can record their findings on the ‘What’s
Going On In Parliament?’ question sheet.

4. DELVING DEEPER: BECOMING AN EXPERT
It’s one thing to have a broad overview of issues,
but being an active citizen requires us to have a
more in‑depth knowledge of issues that matter to
us. Working in pairs, students should select an issue
(either from the initial warm‑up, the brainstorm circles
or their research on the Parliament of Victoria website)
that interests them.
Their challenge is to become experts on that issue,
using the ‘Expert Research’ template provided. Let

students know that their level of expertise is going
to be tested in front of the class, so they need to
undertake the research with as much depth and detail
as possible. They should be encouraged to consult a
wide array of sources (print, radio, online, interviews).
After their research, the pairs must declare their own
position or viewpoint on the issue. The students in
each pair must agree on the same position/viewpoint
for the purposes of this activity.

5. GET ON YOUR SOAPBOX: WHAT’S YOUR OPINION?
Students are going to take their research and write it
into a 2 minute ‘Soapbox’ speech that outlines their
viewpoint on their chosen issue and provides support
for their opinion, using as much evidence as possible.
Their speech should clearly outline:
•• What the issue is and why they have chosen this
issue to research
•• Who is most affected by this issue and why

•• What their point of view or opinion is on their
chosen issue
•• Evidence to support that point of view or opinion
•• What they would do about this issue if they were a
politician
After each pair or individual is ready, arrange a
‘Soapbox Marathon’. Each pair has 2 minutes to speak
as passionately as they can about their chosen issue
to the class.

6. QUESTION TIME: DEFEND YOUR POSITION
Explain that in politics, there is the chance for
Members of Parliament to question one another
during Question Time. This can sometimes be a fiery
debate where emotions rise and people become very
passionate about the issue that they are discussing.
We are going to now introduce an element of question
time to test our expert knowledge.

the class to give feedback about who was the more
convincing expert. Be sure to ask contributors for a
reason as to why they selected that person (so that it
is not merely a popularity contest!).
Questions for reflection (discussion or written):
•• Why is important to draw on a range of resources
when finding out information about current issues?

Pairs are now going to be separated, and pitted
against one another as mock politicians. Each person
in the pair will have the opportunity to ask their
former partner three questions. The aim of the game
is to make the other person look like less of an expert.
Explain that in Parliament, lots of what happens during
Question Time is theatre. Politicians may use opinion
and exaggeration to try and convince people that
they are more expert than their opposition. Encourage
students to do the same.

•• Being able to articulate your own opinion is a
handy skill to have. When might you be able to use
this skill in life?

Invite each pair to the front of the class. Students
take it in turns to ask a question (with their former
partner responding as persuasively as they can) until
they have each asked three questions. After each pair
has performed, pick three people at random from

•• How might today’s activities help you when you
come to vote later in life?

•• Being able to defend your own opinion is also an
important skill to have. When might you be able to
use this skill in life?
•• Why do you think it is important for young people
to have opinions about political issues? How does
this help: them? Society?

•• What advice would you give to a young person
who wasn’t sure about whether they should get
involved in political issues?

7. EXTENSION: TAKING ACTION – MY ACTION PLAN
Students can continue working in pairs to devise an
action plan to address their chosen issue.
Working collaboratively, students should:
•• Establish a campaign image or logo that
symbolises their viewpoint on their chosen issue
•• Think of a catchy slogan that gives a punchy
impact and conveys their viewpoint on their
chosen issue

•• Devise a media strategy about how they might
promote this issue in their local, state, federal or
global communities
•• Plan an event to raise awareness of their chosen
issue. This includes detailed logistics: Where, When,
How, Why, Who.
You might allow students to actually run their own
campaigns, including promotion and a final event.
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RESEARCH TEMPLATE
Become an expert
What is your chosen issue?
SOURCE

INFORMATION

FACT OR OPINION?

SOURCE

INFORMATION

FACT OR OPINION?

Looking at all this research, what is your expert opinion on this issue?
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WORKSHEET
What’s going on in Parliament?
1. What happened today in Parliament?

2. What’s the big news at Parliament this week?

3. What sorts of laws have been passed in Parliament this year?

4. Look at one of the laws that has been passed in more detail. What does
this mean for the average Victorian?

5. Of all the bills being examined at the moment by Parliament of Victoria,
which one interests you the most? Why?

6. Were you surprised to see the range of things being discussed at
Parliament? How might Parliament make this information more
accessible to young people?

